Murat Dizdar, Executive Director, Public Schools NSW will engage with department staff to discuss school improvement. Murat will lead discussion around what has the greatest impact on lifting student learning outcomes. Chat participants are encouraged to read ‘What works best: Evidence-based practices to help improve NSW student performance’, published by the Centre for Education Statistics and Evaluation.

**What is Leaders Tweet?**

Leaders Tweet is a Learning Systems initiative which offers department staff the opportunity to engage with educational leaders via a Twitter chat.

**When is Leaders Tweet?**

Wednesday 8 March 3:30pm - 4:30pm

**Who can join the conversation?**

Department staff can join in the conversation.

**How do you participate?**

Department staff will log on to Twitter and join in the conversation with their personal Twitter account by following the hashtag #nswdoechat. More information will be shared via the learning systems Twitter and Facebook account in the lead-up to the event.